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Thank You, Belly 

I have always been fat: f-a-t, fat. I was born weighing 8 pounds and 8 ounces, 2 pounds heavier 

than average. In preschool, my friends and I hid from the playground monitors by squeezing into the 

narrow crevice between the dumpster and the back of the cafeteria. When the playground monitors came, 

my friends always ran straight through the crevice and into the cafeteria. I would follow them, but every 

time, my stomach suddenly surged out of my shirt like an inflatable life vest, trapping me in between the 

metal face of the dumpster and the wall of the cafeteria, my glorious fat for all to see.  

In elementary school, we started having PE, short for “public embarrassment.” In retrospect, I am 

thankful that it was only elementary school. We hadn’t yet learned to judge others based on body shape. 

We judged each other by the number of Silly Bandz on our wrists and number of Pokemon cards in our 

pencil boxes. And, we only hated tattletales and cookie stealers. But I hated myself. As I lumbered in vain 

to steal the ball during soccer, my belly would flap up and down as my hammy legs jiggled with each 

step. My opponent had only to pick up a light jog, and I would collapse, utterly exhausted. Why couldn’t I 

continue playing? Why did I possess only 30 seconds of endurance? Thankfully, my peers always 

continued playing, as if nothing had happened. 

But “public embarrassment” was nothing compared to the doctor’s office. Every visit, the nurses 

made me step on the scale. As I stood on the metal plate watching the needle slowly move from 0 to 100 

and beyond (mind you, I was in 4th grade at 4’1’’), I silently prayed to God to tell the needle to stop. But 

the needle never did stop. I vividly recall my third-grade visit to the doctor’s office. That was the time 

when my mother told me that I was even heavier than she was and pointed to my stomach. I couldn’t 
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control myself.  I just burst out crying on the exam table. I had long known that I was different from the 

other kids, but I guess I had never realized that my stomach was so repulsive. After that, it weighed me 

down like a bowling ball I lugged everywhere. The doctor strapped on the blood pressure monitor. I just 

looked at my belly. She took my heartbeat. I felt ugly. She asked me about my gastrointestinal habits. I 

couldn’t even pronounce that word. Finally, she said, “Skyler, you’re obese.” I knew what that word 

meant.  

The doctor told me that if I wanted to become healthy, I needed to exercise more and refrain from 

eating junk food. If I followed her instructions, I would be healthy in no time. Thus, my mother became 

my personal trainer. She trashed all the Oreos, “healthy” fruit snacks, and chips. She even made me take 

the overfilled trash bags down to the dumpster and run a lap afterwards. She took the two-liter bottles of 

Sprite and emptied them in the toilet. I never mourned their departure. I yearned to get rid of my belly. 

And I felt that my goal was within reach. 

In addition to enforcing an austere diet regimen, my mom enrolled me in soccer and Tae Kwon 

Do. After the first Tae Kwon Do session, I lifted my shirt up to check on my fat: no difference. My 

mother chuckled, “Skyler, you have to wait a few weeks. You don’t become fit overnight.” After every 

practice, I lifted my shirt to check my belly: still no difference. Before one soccer practice, I even tried 

tucking my stomach into my pants. But when I waddled forward to defend the goal, everything spilled 

back out of my pants. After practice, I checked again: same as before.  

A year later, I was excited for my annual check-up. Surely, I didn’t need to pray for the needle to 

freeze this time. But, to my horror, the needle continued to move—100…110…115 pounds. Two days of 

soccer and 3 days of Tae Kwon Do a week for a year had actually bestowed another 15 pounds of fat 

upon me. The doctor expressed skepticism in my commitment to diet and exercise. But I was trying. I 

came home every night exhausted from zigzag drills and roundhouse kicks. For the whole year, I ate ice 

cream only once, and my mom had declared martial law on the Oreos. My hope of becoming a healthy 

child rocketed far out of reach.  
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With my self-esteem at an all-time low, I became the plumpest prey in the predatory middle 

school environment. At this age, our bodies were developing, as were our propensities for judgement and 

discrimination. Some unknown force began to divide us into cliques. Specific trees and lunch tables even 

marked the territories of the soccer kids, smart kids, popular kids, etc. But then there were people like me. 

I was fat. And I wasn’t smart either. If I tried to join the athletic kids, a magnetic field repelled them about 

a foot away. When I tried to join the smart kids, they would practice their vocabulary on me. I didn’t 

know what “corpulent” and “porcine” meant, but after a couple days, I started to get the gist. I wasn’t 

welcome anywhere.  

I remember those long months of curling up alone behind the D-building classrooms, eating my 

healthy noodles and thinking to myself, “Why can’t I be skinny?” One rainy day, I came up with a 

brilliant idea. We had just learned in science class that our body burns energy when we exercise. And 

when we eat less food than our body needs, we lose weight. So if I didn’t eat my lunch, I couldn’t get fat. 

Thus, for the rest of 6th and 7th grade, my noodles went into the trash can. Every day, I lingered behind the 

D-building with my empty belly, waiting for it to shrink.  

I figured that I could also apply my new idea to PE class after lunch. If I could exhaust myself 

during those mile trail runs, my body would burn more energy, and I would become skinny. The only 

problem was that I began hyperventilating so badly that the coach would tell me to walk back to the 

locker rooms. The walk back was torture as I endured the jeers of the same kids who had lapped me on 

the trail and were now relaxing on the bleachers. And so I lost all hope. In reach? What a joke! 

Initially, I didn’t care about those kids who started making an “L” with their fingers when I 

finished my walk of shame. I thought to myself, “I’ll drop the weight if I continue doing my best. Their 

opinions do not affect me.” But every time that needle remained fixed at 130 pounds, my force field 

began to fail. I felt vulnerable. I couldn’t get skinny. I would be fat forever. There was nothing I could do. 

It was just like being trapped between the dumpster and cafeteria again. But this time, instead of the 

playground monitors wresting me out, my classmates formed a firing squad. And their insults started to 
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hurt—a lot.  

My only solace in middle school was the boys’ bathroom. I would tell my teachers that I had a 

stomachache in order to buy myself a few precious minutes of solitude. But really, I just wanted to cry. I 

didn’t cry because I was fat. I cried because I couldn’t change it, regardless of how much I tried.  I 

thought back to those days of being trapped between the dumpster and the cafeteria. I recalled the insults 

and “L” signs bestowed upon me just 30 minutes ago. I remembered my grueling roundhouse kicks and 

zigzag drills. I slammed my foot into the stall. Why the heck was I still fat? What else do you want me to 

do, God? The stall door slammed open, and my body crumpled to the bathroom floor. I wanted to call my 

mother, so I opened up my backpack. And there it was, that state-fitness-testing letter from the 

Department of Education indicating that I was medically obese. It was one thing for my peers to laugh, 

but another thing entirely for the government to mock this chubby, stupid Chinese kid. I dug my 

fingernails into my stomach, wishing I could just rip it off once and for all! 

Just then, my stomach started growling. I had skipped lunch that day as usual. My stomach, 

which had been my worst enemy for so long, was pleading with me for something, for anything. And in 

that moment, I asked myself the multimillion-dollar questions: Why was I starving myself? So what if I 

was fat? Why was I torturing myself for a few inches? I didn’t have any legitimate answers. So I began to 

think: Belly, if you’re not going anywhere and I can’t do anything about you, I’m not going to wreck my 

life because of you. Besides, if I am stuck on an island with a bunch of skinny people, I’ll survive the 

longest. 

Something clicked that day. From then on, I decided to accept myself for what I did have instead 

of killing myself for what I lacked. My bottom line had changed. It used to be “lose weight, or bust.” I 

would still exercise, but my bottom line was now self-acceptance. Even if I was fat, I was still worthy of 

respect. I realized that waistlines and human value have no correlation. For the first time in perhaps years, 

I smiled—a small smile, but not a frown. That glorious day in the bathroom, I concluded that I could 

continue life happily, not as some resident ghost of the third stall. I sprinted back to the orchestra room, 
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my belly flapping freely all the way to my second-chair seat. I grinned to myself. Why measure myself by 

my waistline when I’m the 2nd best violin player in the school? When the janitor came to empty the trash 

can behind the D-building the next day, he did not find another bowl of uneaten noodles. 

The summer of 8th grade, the needle finally moved. As I started developing, I began to drop the 

pounds. But I dropped them with a happy face, and certainly not on the bathroom floor. I had finally 

grasped what was within my reach all along: self acceptance. Self-acceptance does not mean giving up on 

improving ourselves. It means doing our best, but not hating ourselves when things don’t go our way. If I 

never had the luxury of lugging that bowling ball around, I never would have learned something so 

important. Thank you, belly, for all that you have taught me.  

Today, I have to admit that sometimes I even miss my belly. I often feel like I forgot something at 

home. But truly I will never miss being stuck between the dumpster and cafeteria; that was just 

uncomfortable. 


